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Abstract 
 

The article analyzes the functioning of connotative meanings of words in the 
common jargon of the modern Russian language. The space of common jargon is con-
sidered as the space of semantic and ideological modifications associated with changes 
in the boundaries of the denotative zones and the conceptual content of lexemes in the 
common jargon, as well as with specific lexicographic activity in the inter-argon Inter-
net environment. 
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At the present stage of development of linguistics, despite the abundance of 
works devoted to connotations, the boundaries and essential characteristics of this con-
cept remain unclear. The reason for this is not so much the uncertainty of the concept 
itself, but the uncertainty of the types of meaning that oppose the connotative meaning 
— the denotation (referent, extension in the work of a number of scholars) and signifi-
cation. Quite a lot of works of domestic and foreign researchers are devoted to the anal-
ysis of the concept of “connotation”. In articles [2], [4] different points of view on this 
problem are given. In this paper, we consider the connotations of slang lexemes in texts 
generated outside the slang medium. Slang units implement the connotation of "slang", 
as a rule, if they are anyway included in the general literary lexicon and are marked as 
"foreign" words. Wed the term “general slang”, which operates LA Kudryavtseva in a 
number of works. At the level of theoretical description, this phenomenon is not clearly 
distinguished from the concept of “common jargon”, see [1], but the examples given by 
L. A. Kudryavtseva demonstrate the intention of the authors to give the phrase a conno-
tative meaning of “jargon”. In the semantic structure of lexemes t. In general slang, the 
following semantic processes of connotation transformation are observed: 

1) stylistic marking → assessment (the car in the above text is no longer just a 
jargon marker, but also a negative assessment); 

2) stylistic marking → social portrait of the subject. 
Wed dude 
If you remove all these ponies like ≪ dude from rap, I’m walking through my 

neighborhood, I’m a cool kid, I’m not selling my lads ”- now this is not street aesthetics, 
but rather a game of it ... if you remove this outer layer, then it's interesting . [Sergey 
Biryukov. Yana Churikova: "Pops can be in any genre" // Work-7, 2011.02.24]. 

In the first example, the lexeme dude is a marker of a social role, while in the 
second it implements only expressive-stylistic connotation. In a non-literary language, 
the region of connotation and denotation may shift in the semantic structure of the lex-
eme. In particular, there have been cases of the formation of denotative components of 
the value of the initially estimated units. Similar cases are typical for criminal jargon 
and slang. In the semantic structure of the actual slang units (as well as quite often in 
the general substandard), unlike the common jargon / slang lexemes, connotative con-
notations are often included in the signification: what is non-media is a purely stylistic 
option a layer of meaning and has a sense differentiation function. - Hey guy! - What do 
you want, hey, wench? - I'm not a girl, I'm a woman. [Victor Astafev. Overtone (1995–
1996)]. Wed also: sausage, chopping (about the characteristic gestures accompanying 
listening to music, as a rule, at a concert) Under heavy chopping, and electronic sausage 
=) [http: // otvet. mail. com / question / 18779149]. Sausage, not enough. Have fun, 
hang out, sometimes in the sense of dancing at a disco or in a club. Wow! Do you like 
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going to clubs and sausage under a rave? You can sausage day and night, I really liked 
it! • Let's go to the disco. [http: // teen slang. su / content / sausage]. 

In jargons (and often in common parlance), there is a tendency to increment the 
conceptual content by the estimated units. Wed development of the conceptual content 
of evaluative lexemes in criminal jargon: goat, bitch, idiot. In some cases, it is possible 
to blur the denotative and connotative spheres. Thus, in English, such words of the lex-
ico-semantic group ≪girl of easy behavior≫ are noted, such as prostitute, hooker, slut, 
whore, harlot, etc. prostitute), but at the same time in the structure of the value of which 
the nomination prevails over the assessment. In various dictionaries, the word contains 
litters slang or colloquial (slang or colloquial), or does not contain litters at all. The 
sphere of denotation and connotation is represented in the minds of various speakers 
of the language rather blurred; Users indicate various differential semes and estimated 
connotations. A similar situation characterizes derived words. Thus, the adjective hook-
erish is word-building at the border between occasional and normal. Along with it, the 
adjective slutty is encountered with a considerable degree of appreciation. In some con-
texts, similar lexemes can develop enantiosemic ironic meanings that, as a rule, do not 
form in words with the predominant evaluative component of meaning. In the Internet 
environment, which currently represents the intarjargon environment, there is a ten-
dency towards the formation of a stable volume of values for vague slang and colloquial 
lexemes. In particular, such texts are present on Internet sites, which are slang diction-
aries, articles for which are written by the users themselves and / or have the ability to 
assess the completeness and adequacy of the dictionary entry eg. http: // www. ur-
bandictionary. com, http: // www. miejski. pl and others 

In this kind of lexicographic activity, a more or less stable denotative layer of 
slang lexemes often forms. In general, the general jargon is a “transit”, transitional form 
of the existence of a language, which is reflected in the level of lexical semantics, includ-
ing the specifics of the implementation of connotative estimated values in texts of vari-
ous genres, including in the space of Internet communication. The stylistic, expressive 
differences of lexemes in common jargon can acquire conceptual characteristics, includ-
ing in the space of semantic and ideological transformations that occur at the junctions 
of various forms of the Russian language (literary language is common jargon - profes-
sional jargon, argo, slang). 
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